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NUCLEAR RESONANCE SCATTERING OFCIRCULARLY POLARIZED SRK. Szyma«skia, D. Satuªaa, L. Dobrzy«skia,b and B. Kalska†c
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cFree University Berlin, Institute of Experimental PhysisArnimalle 14, 114 195 Berlin, Germany(Reeived April 7, 2004)Results of the experiments with nulear resonane sattering of syn-hrotron radiation aiming at onstrution of the irularly polarized beamsuitable for nulear hyper�ne studies are reported. Si(4 0 0) single rystalslab, 100 µm thik, was used as a quarter wave plate. Observed twofoldredution of the intensity in proposed geometry is due to the Si rystalitself. Hyper�ne interations are used to probe polarization state of thesynhrotron beam. Too large angular beam divergene did not allow forahieving full irular polarization of photons. Consequently, further ex-periments are proposed to overame beam divergene problems. A numberof alulations presented in the paper show that heap and easily availableSi plate an serve as an e�etive desired polarizer.PACS numbers: 76.80.+y, 07.85.Qe, 75.25.+z1. IntrodutionNulear Resonane Sattering (NRS) [1,2℄ proved to be powerful tool ininvestigation of hyper�ne struture of the Mössbauer nulei. High degree ofpolarization of the synhrotron radiation is a property that an be helpful inenrihing information about the hyper�ne struture under study. Beausea hange of the initial polarisation state of the beam results in a hange ofthe amplitudes of the interfering omponents, experimental determinationof the orientation of hyper�ne �elds is possible. Many experiments havebeen performed so far with linearly polarized inident beams [3�5℄. Other
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2314 K. Szyma«ski et al.polarization states, partiularly the irular ones, may, however, also be use-ful beause the irularly polarized radiation is sensitive to the sign of thehyper�ne magneti �eld. We are thus interested in a devie, whih wouldeasily hange linear to irular polarization of highly monohromatized radi-ation for NRS experiments. The irular polarization of the resonant beaman be generated by insertion of the 57Fe foil, magnetized parallel to the
k vetor of photon, as suggested in early paper of Frauenfelder [6℄. Howeverthis leads to the beam polarization whih is nonuniform aross the usefulenergy range.In order to transform linear to irular polarization one an use theBragg sattering from a quarter plate. It was already demonstrated thatsingle rystal Si plate, working in asymmetri Bragg geometry in the viinityof Si(1 1 1) peak, serves as onvenient quarter wave plate in transmissiongeometry [7,8℄. The authors of the ited papers ahieved irular polarizationdegree as high as 0.9. It was already notied in [7℄ that the �nite angulardivergene of the inident beam auses smearing of the polarization statesthrough the spread of the phase shift. Later on diamond (1 1 1) [9℄ andSi(3 3 3) [10℄ were used as a quarter wave plates.The sophistiated monohromators dediated for nulear resonane stud-ies monohromatize the 104 eV range synhrotron beam to 10−3 eV range[11℄. However, in the typial stations horizontal beam divergene is muhlarger than the vertial one. As we will see this property makes some type ofexperiments not feasible. It is not lear how the polarization state of highlymonohromatized resonant beam with relatively large horizontal divergenewill be a�eted by transmission quarter wave plate, and whether the in-tensity redution will not make NRS measurements impossible. This paperreports the results of using Si single rystals as the x-ray optial elementausing a hange of the linearly polarized beam of resonant radiation to theirularly polarized beam as indiated in [7�10℄. The experiments with nu-lear resonant sattering of irularly polarized radiation are not ommonand to our knowledge only the [12℄ report is published till now.It follows from the Ref. [13℄, that the best ondition for operation of thequarter wave plate is ensured when one maximizes the Re(χKχ−K) sin 2θB,where θB is Bragg angle and χK is the Fourier transform of the suseptibil-ity. We have found that for Si rystal and 14.4 keV energy maximum of theRe(χKχ−K) sin 2θB is ahieved for Si(4 0 0) sattering planes. In order todetermine polarization state of the beam, well-known hyper�ne struture ofthe 57Fe nuleus was used as a probe of the beam polarization. The experi-ment was performed in two steps: �rst, the 57Fe foil was haraterized withlinearly polarized radiation. Then the quarter wave plate was inserted andthe resonant sattering from the foil was used as a probe of the polarizationstate of the beam.



Nulear Resonane Sattering of Cirularly Polarized SR 23152. Idea of the experimentThe radiation used in the experiment is linearly polarized: E and Bvetors of a photon with wavevetor k are direted as in Fig. 1. Polyrys-talline 57Fe iron foil with the surfae of the foil oriented perpendiularly tothe k vetor of photons is inserted into the beam. When the foil is fully
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Fig. 1. Sheme of the experimental setup, and the oordination system used, seetext.magnetized perpendiular to the E vetor (Fig. 1), one observes quantumbeating pattern with a single frequeny, see Fig. 2(a). The spetrum orre-sponds to the lines 2 and 5 of the Zeeman sextet in the energy domain. Afterrotating diretion of magnetization by π/2 (magnetization parallel to the Evetor) one expets to observe additional frequenies. The time beating or-responds to the lines 1,3,4,6 of the Zeeman sextet in energy domain [14℄, seeFig. 2(b). After insertion of ideal quarter wave plate, photons beome ir-ularly polarized and the time spetrum should not depend on the diretionof magnetization in the plane. Simulated spetrum is shown in Fig. 2().For simpliity reasons all the spetra shown in Fig. 2 orrespond to limitingase of thin absorber. In the ase of thik absorber, shape of the spetrumis modulated by dynamial beats, predited by theory of nulear resonantsattering, see [15℄ for a review.
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Fig. 2. Simulated spetra of the thin 57Fe foil (a) magnetized perpendiularly to the
k and E vetors of photon, measured with linearly polarized beam, (b) magnetizedperpendiularly to the k and parallel to the E , measured with linearly polarizedbeam, () magnetized perpendiularly to the k , measured with irularly polarizedbeam. 3. ResultsCommerial Si single rystals grown by Czohralski method (produer:Institute of Eletroni Materials Tehnology, ITME, Warsaw), with thethikness of 100 µm were ut parallel to Si(1 0 0) planes and annealedfor 1 h at 600◦ C to remove strains. Roking urves of the Si plate weremeasured by neutron di�ration at MARIA reator at �wierk, Poland, andompared with the roking urves of almost perfet thik Si rystals. It wasfound that our rystal onsists of mosai bloks with relative orientationspread of the order of 100 µrad. Although this value is muh larger thanthe Darwin width, one ould hope that small linear size (about 0.5 mm)of the synhrotron beam used in our experiments will probe only a singleblok. Indeed, the width of the obtained transmission urves on�rmed theseexpetations.To insert the plate in the beam we used a holder having �at top surfaeat appropriate Bragg angle and a horizontal hannel for 14.4 keV X rays.The Si sample was put on the top surfae of the holder. The radiationwas passing through the Si rystal and the hannel in the holder. By thisholder, mounted on the goniometer, we were able to san the Si sample inthe viinity of Bragg angle and also to rotate the sample by π/4 along the kvetor of radiation (see Fig. 1). 57Fe foil was rolled and annealed for 2 h at



Nulear Resonane Sattering of Cirularly Polarized SR 23171173 K in order to rerystallize and remove strains. The thikness measuredat di�erent points of the foil varied from 10 to 14 µm. The foil was insertedbetween two poles of permanent Fe-Nd-B magnet. The ylindrial magnetsprodue �eld of about 0.203(1) T. The seond derivative of the �eld alongsymmetry axis was measured to be 1.5(1) mT/mm2.The experiment was performed at BW4 station of DORIS ring at Hasy-lab, DESY. 2.7 m wiggler equipped with magnet of hybrid type produedX -ray radiation. Resonant photons were obtained after the sattering fromthe Si(4 2 2)×Si(12 2 2) hannel ut nested monohromator [16℄. The beamwas ollimated by four pairs of slits. Horizontal and vertial pairs of primaryslits were separated by 17.2 meters from vertial and horizontal pairs of slitsloated lose to the sample. The maximum slits opening was about 1.5 mmand the beam size was muh smaller then the soure size. All measurementswere done at room temperature. Within vertial divergene of the beam nolinear polarization hanges are expeted.Initially the time spetra from the magnetized iron foil were measured.The results, presented in Fig. 3, learly show beatings orresponding to σ and
π polarizations of the transitions. Next, the foil was removed and the Si plate

Fig. 3. NRS from 57Fe foil in external magneti �eld. The axis of the magnetis oriented (a) perpendiular (b) parallel to the E vetor of photons at linearpolarization state. Surfae of the foil is oriented perpendiularly to the k vetor ofphotons. Two solid lines on eah graph orrespond to the best �t. The thik linesorrespond to the �t inluding distribution of the thikness parameter. Thin linesorrespond to the single value of the thikness parameter.



2318 K. Szyma«ski et al.was inserted at angle orresponding to Si(4 0 0) Bragg peak. The n vetor,normal to the sattering planes (and normal to Si plate), lies at the diretion
±π/4 with respet to E and B vetors, respetively (see Fig. 1). Measuredtransmitted intensity with all slits opened (about 1.5 mm eah) is shown inFig. 4. Sine the Bragg angle was not measured with high preision, zeroposition in Fig. 4 was set at the minimum of the transmission urve. Afterseleting an angular position of the plate (see one of the seven bars in Fig. 4),

Fig. 4. Roking urve of the transmitted intensity (Bragg geometry) in the viinityof Si(4 0 0) Bragg peak. Horizontal sale was set to have 0 at the position ofminimum. The vertial bars indiate positions at whih time measurements wereperformed, see text.so to obtain desired phase shift, the time measurements on the magnetizedFe foil with magnetization perpendiular to the E vetor of photon werearried out. Results are presented in Fig. 5(a). The results obtained foranother diretion of magnetization k parallel to E ) are shown in Fig. 5(b).We see that the spetra shown in Fig. 5, measured at small negative miss-setting Bragg angles (leftmost bar in Fig. 4), are similar to those shownin Fig. 3. Same similarity is observed for large positive miss-setting angles(rightmost bar in Fig. 4): the spetra in the bottom of Figs. 5(a) and (b) aresimilar to those in Figs. 3(a) and (b). This indiates, as expeted, that atlarge (small) o�-Bragg angles, the Si plate does not hange the polarizationstate of photons.The beam polarization is hanged when the Si plate is set lose to theBragg peak. Then, the time spetra, shown in the middle of Fig. 5(a), be-ome similar to those in Fig. 5(b). Simulated spetrum, orresponding toirularly polarized beam and in-plane magnetized foil with already deter-mined parameters (see Fig. 3), is shown in Fig. 6. This spetrum is di�erent
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Fig. 5. Roking urve of the transmitted intensity (Bragg geometry) in the viinityof Si(4 0 0) Bragg peak. Horizontal sale was set to have 0 at the position ofminimum. The vertial bars indiate positions at whih time measurements wereperformed, see text.
Fig. 6. Simulated NRS spetrum of the 57Fe foil measured with irularly polarizedbeam.from the ones presented in Fig. 5. This is due to the fat that the phaseshift of photons is distributed in result of the too large angular beam diver-gene, and well de�ned polarization state ould not be ahieved. In orderto demonstrate that beam divergene plays ruial role, set of transmissionmeasurements in the viinity of Si(4 0 0) Bragg peak was performed with



2320 K. Szyma«ski et al.various vertial and horizontal slits sizes. The results, presented in Fig. 7learly show that a derease of the beam divergene a�ets the angular shapeof the transmitted intensity. One an estimate from the uppermost spetrumof Fig. 7 that the FWHM does not exeed 30 µrad and this value is the up-per limit of the broadening aused by Si mosaiity, in agreement with ourexpetation.

Fig. 7. Roking urve of the transmitted intensity measured at the same geometryas in Fig. 4. The numbers indiate the slit size. Horizontal sale was set to have 0at the position of minimum. 4. DisussionResults of �tting (performed using MOTIF pakage [17℄) theoretial tothe two experimental spetra of 57Fe magnetized foil, measured with twolinear polarization states of the beam, is shown in Fig. 3. At �rst trial theonly free parameters that depended on the sample, were hyper�ne magneti�eld Bhf , and e�etive thikness τ . We assumed that loal magnetization



Nulear Resonane Sattering of Cirularly Polarized SR 2321is perfetly aligned, horizontally (Fig. 3(a)) or vertially (Fig. 3(b)). Thereare some disrepanies between the experimental and predited ideal spe-tra shown by the thin lines in Figs 3(a) and (b), respetively. Next, weassumed that the thikness parameter is nonuniform in the region probedby the beam. Using the Gaussian distribution of the thikness parameter weperformed averaging assuming that omponents orresponding to di�erentthikness add inoherently. The transverse oherene length of the SR in aforward nulear resonant sattering experiment reported in [18℄ was about30 nm. Sine in our experiment the beam probe is measuring a few hun-dreds of µm, the ondition for inoherent sattering is obviously ful�lled.Using the Gaussian distribution of the thikness parameter we found bet-ter agreement, partiularly in the viinity of the minima orresponding tothe dynamial beats (see lines at t = 70 and 140 ns in Fig. 3(a), and at
t = 100 ns in Fig. 3(b)). From the �ts we got Bhf = 32.9 ± 0.1 T, averagee�etive thikness τ = 192 ± 5 and the width of the distribution of the ef-fetive thikness, στ = 14. Assuming the reoilless fration to be 0.85 andisotopi abundane of 57Fe 90 ± 5% (this value is not preisely known), oneexpets to obtain e�etive thikness ranging between 160 and 230, in goodagreement with the value obtained from the �t.Using the two wave �elds approah of dynamial theory [19℄ we havesimulated wave �eld in the Si plate with parallel surfaes. Roking urves ofthe transmitted �elds for two linear polarizations are shown in Fig. 8. It isseen, that for large miss-setting angles from the Bragg peak the transmittedintensity is redued by approximately 50%, while in the viinity of the Braggpeak, within 10 µrad, all radiation is sattered (only small part absorbed)and no transmitted intensity is present. It follows from Fig. 8(b) that the
π/4 phase di�erene for σ and π polarization states an be obtained ato�-Bragg position of the plate equal to about −13.8 and +22.5 µrad.The measured shape of the roking urve (Fig. 4) is di�erent from theone predited by the theory. As it was aforementioned, the di�erene is dueto too high angular beam divergene used in the experiment. Although highresolution Si(4 2 2)×Si(12 2 2) nested monohromator produes a vertialbeam divergene of about 20 µrad, horizontal divergene is few times larger.Vetor n normal to di�rated planes of our Si rystals was tilted by π/4from the x diretion (see Fig. 1). The angular divergene of the beam,ontrolled by pair of slits only, is quite poor. Indeed, for the slits openingand the distane given in paragraph 3, the maximum angular divergene invertial or horizontal diretion amounts to about 170 µrad. This is, howeverestimation of the upper limit of the angular divergene. To have its betterestimation we have performed onvolution of the intensity urves presentedin Fig. 8(a) with a triangular funtion of various width. The results arepresented in Fig. 9. The obtained shapes an be easily ompared with the
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Fig. 8. (a) Simulated roking urve for Si(4 0 0) transmitted intensity (symmetriBragg geometry) simulated for 100 µm Si plate. Two lines orrespond to σ and πlinear polarizations. (b) di�erene of the phase shift for the transmitted �elds with
σ and π polarizations.roking urves obtained for various slit sizes. For given slit size one an �ndmaximum and minimum of the intensity of the roking urve, and de�ne theratio Imin/Imax. Then, using onvoluted urves in Fig. 9, one an �nd thewidth ϕ of the triangular resolution funtion whih produes idential ratio
Imin/Imax. Results of the omparison are presented in Fig. 10 by squares.The harateristi width of the roking urve an also be estimated from thedistane between angular positions of the Imin and Imax. From the value ofthis distane one an similarly �nd the width ϕ of the triangular resolutionfuntion. The results are shown in Fig. 10 by irles. We see that both typesof estimation of the width of the resolution funtion ϕ agree with eah otherand indiate proportionality between slit size and the ϕ. We also notie, thatmaximal beam divergene, de�ned by the ratio of the double slit size andthe distane between the slits in our experiment, is larger then the requiredwidth ϕ of the resolution funtion by a fator of 1.3±0.2.The disussion presented above explains why the measured roking urve,shown in Fig. 4, is so broad and shallow with respet to the simulated oneshown in Fig. 8. The slits used in this experiment orrespond roughly to thetriangular resolution funtion with the width of about 120 µrad. We have
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Fig. 9. Convolution of the roking urve with triangular resolution funtion (seeinset) of di�erent width ϕ. (a) and (b) orrespond to two polarizations indiatedin Fig. 8. Note that vertial sales in Figs. 8 and 9 are di�erent.

Fig. 10. Estimation of the width ϕ of the triangular resolution funtion performedby omparison of the experimental and theoretial relative intensity (squares) andthe width (irles).



2324 K. Szyma«ski et al.shown that the derease of the angular spread of the beam (by varying the slitsize) results in narrowing the shape of transmitted intensity. For the smallestslit size, 0.2 mm, at whih the intensity was still reasonable, maximum beamdivergene had an order of magnitude of the Darwin width. However, verylow ounting rate prevented us from arrying out time measurements. It islear that better ollimation is required. This an be ahieved for exampleat ID18 or ID22 stations at ESRF, where beam divergene an be reduedbelow 10 µrad [20℄. One an also think about an enhanement of the angularaeptane range when highly asymmetri Bragg geometry is used. Oursimulations indiate that for Si(4 0 0) Brag re�etion, at inidene aboveritial angle, equal to 0.002 rad, the Darwin width may inrease by anorder of magnitude.Although the used beam station turned out to o�er rather unsatisfatoryonditions, remarkable hange of the shape of time spetra was observed,see middle part of the Fig. 5. Quantitative analysis of the polarizationdegree is underway. In this report we have demonstrated that heap andeasily available Si plate an be used to obtain irularly polarized resonantradiation. We also presented simple way of heking whether polarizationstate of the beam was transformed from a linear to the irular one by usingthe hyper�ne struture of 57Fe nuleus.This work was supported by the IHP-Contrat HPRI-CT-2001-00140of the EC. The authors thanks to D.L. Nagy, L. Bottyan, L. Deak andY.V. Shvydk'o for valuable disussions, members of the �Hyper�ne Inter-ation� group for tehnial help, and J. Milzarek for performing neutronhek of the rystal quality. REFERENCES[1℄ E. Gerdau, R. Rü�er, R. Hollatz, J.P. Hannon, Phys. Rev. Lett. 57, 1141(1986).[2℄ J.B. Hastings, D.P. Siddons, U. van Bürk, R. Hollatz, U. Bergmann, Phys.Rev. Lett. 66, 770 (1991).[3℄ E. Gerdau, U. van Bürk, in: Resonant Anomalous X-ray Sattering, Theoryand Appliations, eds. G. Materlik, C.J. Sparks, K. Fisher, North-Holland,Amsterdam 1994, p. 589.[4℄ R. Rü�er, H.D. Rüter, E. Gerdau, Hyp. Int. 123/124, 405 (1999).[5℄ Y.V. Shvyd'ko, Hyp. Int. 123/124, 275 (1999).[6℄ H. Frauenfelder, D.E. Nagle, R.D. Taylor, D.R.F. Cohran, W.M. Vissher,Phys. Rev. 126, 1065 (1962).[7℄ K. Hirano, K. Izumi, T. Ishikawa, S. Annaka, S. Kikuta, Jpn. J. Appl. Phys.30, L407 (1991).
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